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ABSTRACT . '~, .
The study investigated the influence of gender and self-esteem on Ihe ottilude :~i,l

_ of Nigerians towards foreign and made in Nigeria p~oducts.~n~ hun.dred ~~~!: ~
randomly drawn respondents from the Faculty of Business Administration, University i,I ;1
of Lagos Student population l"ere involved ill the study.' The respondents were 1Ii'>).'; .,: ~,.:

lip of86111ales (representing 57.3%) and 64 females (representing 47.m), Their age it :i
ranged from 18 - 30 )-\!arot, The mean age was 21./9 with a standard deviation 01 ~L::
5.39. Four hypotheses were tested using analyses of variant:e and Pearson correlation \~ :.:
statistics. i,

'.:' "
Attitude to .••.ards foreign and made in Nigeria products was measured using: ['

Ajzen & Fishbein s (/980) thirty-one item attitude questionnaire whicli wa" modified ,'.
and revalidated by the authors. Self-esteem was measured using Adaranijo and \ 'i
Oyefeso S (1986) self-esteem scale. 17Le result of the first hypothesis revealed that ~,~
consumers' gender had no significant effect on Nigerians' altitude towards foreign J

and made in Nigeria products. In hypothesis two, if was revealed that consumers' \'
self-esteem had a significan! effect on foreign made products F(l, 146) = 4./4: P < T'
0.05. Similarly. findings of hypothesis three showed that consumers' JU and Jelf- "h
esteem had significant joint effeci on consumers' attitude towards fON!ign and made [ . ;
in Nigeria products. Lastly, results indicated that there wa3 significant positive l~~
relationship between participants' attitude towards foreign products and participant.s': l;'
attitude towards Nigerian products. The implication of fmding" WIU thai marketers
should as a matter of necessity continually research into customers' attitudes towards ! ,;'
their products. Discussion of the study's finding" was based on the centrality and
dynamism of attitudes ill marketing research. Recommendation" and suggestions
were, all the basis of the research s findings, also made.
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INTRODUCTION ,I

Attitude may be defined as an enduring predisposition to
respond positively, negatively or arnbivalently to a person, thing
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INFLUENCE OF GENDER AND SEI.F_Esl~:EM

: ~jtuationor object. From a motivational point of, iew, an attitude
i represents a state of readiness formative arousal. ttitude for the
, pu-rpose of'this study, refers to the relat ively las: ing ! tanner wher-bv
the perceptions and motives of consumers arc orsanized toward
certain market objects, events or situations. T c. formation of
attitude is widely influenced by the social ,";f,vironm .nt surrounding

, the individuals.
Attitudes predispose people to react favour bly to products

or avoid some situation by market act.c.n. It is i this wise that
Nigerian consumers' attitudes hrve been ch racterized by

: preference for and purchase of goods manufact red in western
; countries (Ehigie &Ramon" J. 994), The consequei ce is that home
. made goods are less purchased than foreign goods just as
i indigenous producers of products 'Pre highly discouraged.
Importantly too, a lot of'foreign exchange is 10M III d the values of
currencies of importing countries depreciate. Th ~ formation of
individual attitude is affected by external author tics, including
flicndaauthors, teachers, parents and co-workers. The extent to
which one authority is believed over another depend s on the f(:ciillg
of trust and respect the consumer has for the Ruth rity.

An individual's taste for products is film ed by quite a
number of factors. One such factor is R I),,~,son's g nder, Being a
man or a woman does not stop at the physical or biological
compositions; it is influenced by the cultural and psychological

. 'experiences, which a person goes through on the ba is of his being
a man or a woman. Gender, therefore, refers to the definition
which socialization gives to biological sex. It is 'quetlly I'\I'fT,Ucd
that self-esteem, an aspect of personality, also sh pes taste for
products. Gross & Helpman (1991) found people vith high self-
esteem to be more favourably disposed to cxpens VI.'! as well as
imported products than people with low self-csteei !,

Typically, the desire to have foreign PI' ducts among
Nigerians emanates from the need to have value for noney, belong
to a certain group or cl<~,s~as well ns nvoid 30 ue (kgrc~ (If
psychological risk that the product holds, A~ noted by Ehigic and
Ramon (1994), Nigerian consumers are charnc.erize by expensive
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goods or goods manufactured in western countries for the purpose' i
of prestige and sometimes to create social class of distinction for
themselves. This cultural orientation has now become part of their
personality and is shown in their buying behavior. .

Different countries are known for their relative advantage.
in the production of goods and services. Consumers, therefore,
get attracted to a product when it bears the label of a respectable
place or country of production. Gross ('£ Helpman (1991) proposed .
that every product exists on a quality. ladder and that product quality
varies vis-a-vis their place of production. In developing countries
especially, much value is attached to products manufactured in
the developed countries, and judged as superior to those
manufactured in the developing countries. .

This study aimed at investigating the effect of gender and ,.
self-esteem on consumer attitude towards foreign as well as made
in Nigeria goods. This is based on the assumption that an .•
individual's self-esteem as well as gender influences his or her
attitude towards a product. It has thus been hypothesized that:
1. There will be significant difference between male and female

consumers' attitudes towards foreign products.
2. There will be significant difference between attitudes of

high self-esteem and low self-esteem consumers towards
foreign products.

3, There will be -significant difference between attitudes of
high self-esteem and low self-esteem consumers towards
foreign products.

4. There will be significant positive relationship between
attitudes of high self-esteem and low self-esteem consumers
towards foreign products.

METHODOLOGY
Research Design: The study made use of correlational and 2 x 2
factorial designs. The correlational design was used to determine
the relationship between attitude towards foreign products and
attitude towards made in Nigeria products. The 2 x 2 factorial.
design was used to dete: .nine the main and interaction effects ~i
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INFLUENCE OF GENDER AND SELF- STEEM

gender and self-esteem on the consumers' attitu e toward for eign
and Nigerian products.
Subjects: Subjects were 1SO randomly selecte undergraduates

.: of the Faculty. of Business Administration, Uni ersity of Lagos,
i Akoka, Lagos. They comprised of 86.males an 64 females aged
.. between 18 and 30 years. The me,111 age of the Sl bjects was 21.19
while the standard deviation was 5!39.

lNSTRUMENTS
Attitude towards imported and. made ill Niger; product .•..i: This
was measured using a thirty-one item attitu e questionnaire
originally developed by Ajzen & Fishbein (1980) and modified by
the authors. Section A of the questionnaire tap ed demographic
information about subjects while sections B an C respectively
measured subjects' attitudes towards imported an made in Nigeria
products. Whereas attitude towards imported PI' ducts sub-scale
had 9 items, the attitude towards made in Nige in product sub-
scale had 13 items.
Self-esteem Scale: This is' a I5-item scale develo eel by Adaranijo
and Oyefeso (1986). It has a Likert-type respo se pattern.and
was originally reported to have a coefficient alph 0[0.74.
Procedure: Rapport was establi~\hed with th participating
students through some of their course Iecturers a eek before the
study. A total of two hundred and ten (110) ques ionnaires were ,
administered on two hundred and ten (210) stude ts, Out of this
number, only 165 questionnaires were returned. Fifteen (15) of
the 165 returned questionnaires were improperly c mpleted. This
led to the coding and subsequent analysis of only 150
questionnaires.
Statistical Design: Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3 were te ted using 2 x 2
analysis of variance (ANOVA) while hypothesis 4, as tested using
Pearson correlation statistic.

The first hypothesis of the study stated th ,t there will be
.; llllificant difference between male and female conSlfuers. a~1;1ude"
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towards foreign products The result in respect of the hypothesis'
is presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: A 2 x 2 ANOVA showing the effects of gender and
self-esteem on attitude towards foreign products

Source Sum of Df X F P
Squares

A(Gender) 11.52 1 1l.52 0.408 P> O.OS ,

B(Self-esteem) 117.70 1 117.70 4.164 P < 0.05
AxB 70.03 1 70.03 2.478 P < 0.05
Residual 4126.84 146 28.27
Total 4341.39 149 29.14

.. ;

:.,:. .(

'f
,'I: ~

The result in Table 4.1 showed that there was no significant',
effect of gender on consumers' attitude towards foreign products':"
F(1, 146) = 0041; P > .05. Thus, hypothesis 1was not confirmed .. ~

It was stated in hypothesis 2 that there will be significant;
difference between attitudes of high self-esteem and low self-esteem' ,
consumers towards foreign products. The result in Table 4.1'
showed that consumers' self-esteem had significant effect on .
consumers' attitude towards foreign products F( 1, 146) = 4.16; P' .
< .05. Thus hypothesis 2 was accepted.'

In hypothesis 3 it was stated that there would be significant ;~
interaction effects of consumers' gender and consumers' serf- ..
esteem on consumers attitude towards foreign products. The result."
in Table 4.1 showed that consumers' self-esteem had significant -i
effect on consumers' attitude towards foreign products F(l, 146)':
= 4.16; P < .05, Thus hypothesis 2 was accepted.

In hypothesis 3 it was stated that there would be significant
interaction effects of consumers' gender and consumers' self-,ji
esteem on consumers' attitude towards foreign products. The\~
result as shown in Table 4,1 indicated that there was significant r]
interaction effects of consumers' gender and consumers' self-'~
esteem on consumers' attitudes towards foreign products F( 1, 146)
== 2.48; P < .05. ()? .
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INFLUENCE OF GENDElfAND SELF- ~,STEEM

Hypothesis d stated that there will be 'igniticcllll positive
relationship between attitude towardsfoi eign pi ducts and a1 j itudo
towards made in NIgeria products, The resu t in respect of the
hypothesis is presented in Table 4.2,

I .••..1~ ("'Ir.l I.• I·~"'~ I ,.·.·,V.

Table 4.2: Pearson's product r,'!Oment correl tion showing 1he
relationship between attirude towar s foreign products
and made in Nigeria products

I

- p --1Product N Mean SD r DC
.__ ._ ..•....-

Foreign Products 150 21.19 5AO
._ 5 14~ <.OS

Nigerian Products .150 ' 33.49 7.98..__ ._- -.-- ._,.- ...._ .

As could be seen in the result (If Tal Ie 4.2, there was
significant relationship bet.ween attitude toward foreign products
and attitude towards made in Nigeria nroducts 'r = .3."; df'=o I rlB;
p < ,05).

DISCUSSION
Hypothesis 1 stated that there will bc sig ifican: 'i;'lf~!('r;ce

between male andfemale consumers' aunudd towards f'Yrign
products. The hypothesis was TlO~ co nfir ncd. '1'11''-: 110tl-

confirmation of the hypothesis is an indication hat gellekr [':1 if s
own may not be a very important factor in deter nining .,.vil('nH~r <1

person is favourably or unfavourably disposed to foreign products.
The indication is that marketers should not spend tic:':: and
resources towards satisfying consumers of thei foreign r',rl:duc.ts
based on gender differentiation alone. These fi dings arc in line
with those of Ajzen & Fishbein (1980) and ross & liclpruan
(1991).

In hypothesis 2 it was stated that there ill be s;gnific:ant
difference between attitudes of high self-est cern at d low sr,~1r'f.;.v::crn
Consumers towards fOIcign products, Tile siguif cant dF~dwhich
~clf..esteem has on attitude towards foreign prod ct!l poill"; to the
Importance of self-esteem as a factor in Niucria s' disoosirion 1 ()
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CONCLUSION
The results of this study are significant for a number of '.

reasons. First, they stress the importance and centrality of attitude. \
concept in marketing. Secondly, the study's results have stressed:
the relationship between the psychological characteristics of a ;
consumer and his purchase behavior. Lastly, the results of this;
study have confirmed the assertion that attitudes are a kind of ~
early warning bell that changes are likely to occur in purchase.

,.
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high quality products especially highly priced foreign products. 1
Hypothesis 3 stated that there will be significant difference :.~

between attitudes of high self-esteem and low self-esteem 1
consumers towards foreign products. Results indicated that gender ;
and self-esteem had significant interaction effects on consumers"]
attitude towards foreign products. This is also in line with findings j
of Gross & Helpman (1991). It implies that it is necessary for~
marketers who wish to know their consumers' attitude towards ~
products (be they foreign or made in Nigeria) to take into j
cognizance the consumers' gender together with consumers' self-]'.esteem. 'i

. It was stated in hypothesis 4 that there will be significant]
. I

relationship between attitudes of high self-esteem and low self- i
esteem consumers towards foreign products'. The hypothesis was.]
accepted. This means that attitudinal predispositions of consumers;
are related to' consumers' locus of control and should be so!
recognized by marketers in their marketing policy formulation and ;:
execution.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
The dynamic nature of attitudes makes it obvious to ,.

marketers to realize that a good service or idea favoured today;
may be unfavoured tomorrow. In the world of competitive marketi
system, an individual is exposed to different products and different;
brands of the product. '

Thus, recommendations and suggestions to marketers in
the light of the foregoing are that:

(;11.
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INFLUENCE OF GEND~R A;-l'D SEl.F- STEt,;,;

To both producers,and consuucs, the iltimatc I~()ill is In
maximize profit, and satisfJ onr.nizational g0(11s nr Tli't'd~.:

Economic ann psychological r.ecds of .onsuinc. -: :;11\ 1I1;;1

be the hallmark of all marketing at d/or prt lduCl ivc
activities.
Manufacturers and marketers should c nsciously seck to
obtain some degree of their customers' oya~ty III terms of
providing the needed brand and quality. III addition, after-
sales services such as maintenance, repa rs and spare parts
and quality guarantees need to ie pr ovi d e d by
manufacturers and marketers.
Since attitudes are amenable to chan e, producers and
marketers should seek to influence the behavior of their
customers through advertising camj aigns alii! other
promotional activities,

Further research is indicated in the areas Iattitude change
and Nigerians' tendencies to embrace made in Nigeri» product!;
and reduce the consumption of foreign produc s.
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